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The Meteoric Rise &
Operatic Fall of M. Night Shyamalan
By Chrisopher J. Garcia

“Who could my father be? Moleman? Mr. Burns?
{Gasps} M. Night Shyamalan? That would be a twist
worthy of his increasingly lousy films!”
— Homer Simpson, The Simpsons1

Once upon a time, there was a young boy who loved to
make movies with his High-8 Camera. His name was Manoj
Nelliattu Shyamalan, and he was an Indian kid reared on the
films of Steven Spielberg and Alfred Hitchcock. He was a
smart kid, could have been a doctor like his father wanted
him to, but he was artistic, controlling, and passionate. In
other words, he was a director. He made films, more than 45
of various lengths, and edited them together. He usually
starred in them and wrote them and shot them too. A kid
with a camera is a dangerous thing, capable of feats of remarkable clarity and intensity as well as furious empty-headedness and camp. His films were in so many different areas,
including take-offs on popular films like Indiana Jones and
Amazing Stories episodes. He includes some of these films on
his feature film DVD releases now, making me wonder just
how he ended up where he is today.
Having just watched Mr. Shyamalan’s latest film, The
Lady in the Water, I now know that genius is often cut with liberal doses of failure; potential with strong overtones of ego.
It’s never easy to dissect a man’s career while he is still making a go of it, but The Next Spielberg’s career is over, finished
with having three consecutive films hammered by critics and
met with harsh mixed reactions from fans. M. Night Shyamalan’s career is not over, but that International Bright
Young Thing is no longer working; now, he’s just another
scraping director.
The first time the world really took note of M. Night was
when he stepped out of NYU’s Tisch School for the Arts and
onto the festival circuit. His film was Praying with Anger. This
was not the M. Night Shyamalan that we know today. This
was an auto-biographical film of a young Indian man who
was raised in America going back to India. It was a beautiful
film, especially when you consider that it was student film,
and it showed M. Night’s mastery of the art of directing. He
used tone so perfectly, his pacing was magnificent, and I’ve
only seen a couple of filmmakers who better understand the
role of cinematography in making emotional connections
with characters. It is a remarkable film that shows that Shyamalan has the chop to do serious drama without a genre set-

ters all over and yet we can not seem to connect. That
is to say... that adults cannot connect. Children, as is
evidenced by the time I viewed with a six-year-old
named Evelyn, can use this film. It beautifully explains the search for God and the exploration of the
meaning of death. Evelyn loved it, understood it
even without her usual favorite explosions and laser
blasters. She was silent and still for the entire DVD,
a remarkable feat. She understood the film and
through her eyes I came to realize that M. Night
Shyamalan understood audiences. Now, he claims
he wasn’t making it for children, but thinking of his
marriage, of the potential for children that represents, it is obvious that was on his mind when he
made it.
This was M. Night Shyamalan’s sophomore
curse, but at the same time no one expected much
from the film. It was shelved for three years, that’s a
telltale sign of bad mojo. The fact that it got a release,
even before the release of The Sixth Sense, is a remarkable achievement. That fact alone shows M.
Night’s remarkable personal marketing power. He
somehow got the film released, and even if it was a
failure, he brought people in the industry to his side
and got them to believe in him. That trust would
erode as the days went on.
You wouldn’t expect M. Night Shyamalan’s
name to be on the script for Stuart Little, but it is.
There’s a lot that echoes with his later films. If you
look at the character of Stuart, you can draw strong
comparisons between many of the children (and a
few of the adults) in Shyamalan’s later films. There
was also talk of Shyamalan taking the role of
writer/director of one of the Harry Potter movies, but
the timing never worked out.
There was a moment in 1999 when “it” happened. There was something coming out of Hollywood that was definitely not of Hollywood. It was a
guy in Pennsylvania who some Disney exec paid
two million dollars for a script and then greenlighted to direct a film called The Sixth Sense. All of
that happened without the approval of the higherups. To show what that means, a non-top level exec
has few options to get films he wants made without
going through those above him. He can issue a purchase order for the maximum amount and maybe
even three or four and hope no one catches on until
it’s too late. There have been a few films made like
that. He can put up his own money and then put the

ting. His work with actors in the film was excellent
as well, but the film is obviously crafted. It is not an
art film, as much as it sounds as if that’s the case. It
is a Hollywood film made with a small-time director’s budget. There is professionalism at work, an
understanding of the techniques and methodologies
of “real” directors. Tisch is known for producing fine
directors, but this is a USC-style directorial debut.
You can tell that he is pushing the limits of his
budget at every step, managing a strong film that
could have played far wider than the festival circuit
and one theatre/one week release it got. This is
where the legend of M. Night Shyamalan begins.
Like many directors, Shyamalan married shortly
after making his first film. He was 23. This may not
seem like much, but it is an important part of the
story. When a director marries, even if it is not permanent, his films change, they either mature because
the director understands relationships better (as was
the case with Kevin Smith) or they become more immature, desperately clutching at that which they
have to give up in favor of familial ties. With Shyamalan it is difficult to tell which direction it leaned
him at first. The first film he wrote and directed after
his marriage was Wide Awake. It is a difficult film; one
which brings an extreme variety of reactions from a
wide audience. It was a commercial failure despite
having hot properties at the time of its release in 1998.
The film was made in 1995 and told the story of
a boy looking for God following the death of his
grandfather. While Praying with Anger is a stronger,
more gut-felt film, Wide Awake walks many lines that
Shyamalan will explore later. Here, he introduces
ideas such as the search for things one already has
and the exploration of what family means in today’s
world. In many ways Wide Awake is the first film that
feels like M. Night Shyamalan and not some Tisch
film student about to break. Here he explores what’s
going on in the mind of a child, another of his favorite themes, at the same time he looks at how families can constrict and encourage growth during the
special times, and how eyes of disbelievers can be
opened.
The reaction to Wide Awake was mixed because
there were many who thought that there was no one
in the film that a regular viewer could connect with.
There’s Rosie O’Donnell as a nun, which doesn’t really work. There’s a young Julia Stiles. There are
places where we are supposed to hook into characSome Fantastic
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have pulled it off. In fact, Collette’s reaction is what
gives that scene any sort of emotional power. Osment
simply delivers the lines, and he does that well, and
the camera simply stations itself in his blind while
Collette’s reactions are filmed from the emotional
sweet spot. If you were to look at that scene, those
words between Mother and Child, you can map Shyamalan’s full directorial theory. He knows that it is not
the provider of information that must be focused on,
but the reactor. When he loses sight of this, or simply
chooses to ignore it, his films drift from the connection they could make with the audience.
The Sixth Sense is not a horror film at the same
time that it is not a family drama. In many ways
Shyamalan has crafted the film equivalent of a Vonnegut novel; it isn’t so
straight that it follows all
the traditional horror
tropes, but it also does not
neglect them. Shyamalan
understands that he can
choose to support some
traditions and eliminate or
simply ignore others. He
gives us strange and suspenseful moments while
using music and imagery
to both clue and confuse the viewer. This walking of
a fine line allows the entire film to become disquieting, allowing the reaction to the answer of a question that theoretically wasn’t being asked to take
serious impact.
The film was nominated for a number of Oscars,
including Best Supporting Actor for Osment and
Best Supporting Actress for Collette. I thought Collette was robbed because there was no one who hit it
out of the park when it came to slyly crafting a character that allows every other character to fully
bloom. Those kinds of roles seldom get noticed (save
for Alan Arkin in Little Miss Sunshine), but M. Night
seems to understand them. He uses Joaquin Phoenix
in much the same way in Signs and Sigourney
Weaver in The Village much the same way. It’s a sign
of a good director that he knows who to use both the
flashy and the subtle to the maximum effect.
It’s a shame that his second film could not be as
powerful. Unbreakable was one of those films that I’d
have said was perfect for me from the description,
but once I saw it I found that it lacked enough fire. It

company on its trail and that’ll end up as the way it
happens. Or he can just pretend like he has all the
clout he needs to accounting and hope they don’t
blow the whistle. David Vogel paid two million dollar, right at the edge of his discretionary funds for
the script. He then said that M. Night could direct it.
The Walt Disney Company didn’t like that and they
stripped Vogel of his Presidency. That’s a good thing
because it shows that you can’t go all maverick and
expect to get away with it, but it’s a bad thing because when a guy gets you a property like The Sixth
Sense, you have to understand that the man had vision. The film was sold to Spyglass with Disney still
agreeing to a 12.5% distribution fee. This was another case of someone putting a lot of trust in M.
Night Shyamalan.
Artistically, The Sixth
Sense is very powerful. It is
here that we can truly see
that Shyamalan is a master
craftsman working in the
medium of mood. He understands how to combine
all the elements of film to
create a powerful image
that was once a puzzle. As
the pieces are added, each
note of music, each insignificant yet potent camera
angle, each oddly out-of-place line delivered brings
the more disturbing image into view. That image: the
audience being too understanding, too gullible.
We’re hit hard by the fact that Bruce Willis’ character
is, in fact, a ghost. Audiences didn’t see it coming.
The 20% (according to polls taken during the run)
that figured it out were strongly disappointed, but
those who didn’t were amazed. I didn’t watch it
until after the knowledge of the character being dead
was far-and-wide, but when I finally watched it, I
understood what all the fuss was about. Shyamalan
understood the audience and pushed everything
into the exact right place for the film to hit those 80%.
The cinematography is exceptional. The acting is
pristine. The script, while simple if viewed as a
straight story, is as complex as the best Hitchcock
when viewed on the basis of sting.
And here to we see what will be M. Night’s greatest weakness: the ending. Yes, The Sixth Sense ends
very strongly, but it wasn’t so strong that two lesser
actors than Toni Collette and Haley Joel Osment could
Some Fantastic
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iator, was there as well. The film had hype and hype
and hype. Gibson had yet to do The Passion of the
Christ which would launch him to the highest point
of his career, followed by a brutal fall. The film community was looking to M. Night as the future. Signs
came out in 2002 to mixed reviews but big box office. It was one of the year’s biggest earning films.
But, the film had issues—serious issues. The film
dealt with aliens, and showed them in many of the
ways that I’ve always thought that we’d first see real
aliens if they ever showed up. There was no real tension outside of whatever immediate matter they
were dealing with. Yes, there was fear of that alien
making it through the door or of the asthma attack
killing the kid, but never were we worried about the
possibility of anything bigger than the immediate
threat. That’s a big deal.
Watching a film like Invasion of the Body Snatchers,
which Signs is certainly a
descendant of, you feel the
larger danger almost as
strong as the thing that the
characters are dealing with.
This is a trouble of writing.
The real theme has to do
with the search for faith,
much like his earlier film
Praying with Anger. Sadly, when the time comes to
show that faith, it is watered down through poor
placement in the storytelling process.
The direction was solid, and the entire film wellcrafted. The acting is strong, but not notable like in
The Sixth Sense. The cinematography and digital effects are good, though not on the level of Unbreakable. The music is good. The concept is good. The
film was flat though. It was another attempt to make
a film that was both mainstream and genre, and it
worked on some levels, but was too watered down
on both sides to succeed. The media were still hailing
M. Night as their darling, but cracks were showing.
His work on The Village (originally called The Woods)
was seen as risky. The corporate suits at Disney were
afraid that the script was too weak, the tone too dark,
the entire package not marketable enough and lacking in the Shyamalan charm. Many also complained
that the twist at the end was far too weak to sustain
an audience through the film.
The Village happens to be my favorite of M.

was, from shot number one, a well-crafted film with
directorial details flourishing within the acting and
cinematography. It was also obvious from very early
in the film that it was a weaker script than The Sixth
Sense, and the power of the ending was further diminished by the fact that everything was made so
obvious. Part of that last matter had to do with the
fact that the audience went in expecting the twist.
The story is a mainstream take on the concept of
superheroes. Shyamalan works the themes that run
through many comics and comes out with a story
that is still realistic and humane. He holds back the
fantastic to a degree, only giving it to us in dribs and
drabs. It might be that restraint that kept it from scoring full-on. If he had embraced the comic book and
given us a film that looks at an Average Joe with extraordinary powers in the
traditional
world
of
comics, that might have
held greater sway. As it
stands, it falls too much on
the side of the Real World.
That said, there is a lot
to like about Unbreakable.
Bruce Willis is good being
back in his working-man,
tough as nails character. It’s
the kind of role that he is
very good at. Samuel L. Jackson, who was Shaft in
the 2000 remake, plays Mr. Glass, a man with brittle
bone disease. It’s a good performance against type,
which is something that Jackson has been known for.
The other supporting roles are much weaker than
they were in The Sixth Sense, and they can’t do much
to save the film.
The critics were still kind, while not as kind as
they were to The Sixth Sense. Between the release of
The Sixth Sense and Unbreakable, there were many articles and interviews that identified Shyamalan as
the Wonder Kid, the Next Big Thing, the 21st Century
Spielberg. There was nearly immeasurable hype surrounding the man and his films. He was being called
the Man Who Brought Genre Back, which is silly. He
had started working on his next film right after Unbreakable did good box office.
The lead-up to Signs, the third of the Shyamalan
films, was hotter than anything that had happened
in ages. There was no Bruce Willis, but Mel Gibson
was starring and Joaquin Phoenix, fresh off of GladSome Fantastic
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malan is a tenor doing an incredible job with a score
that should never have been produced.
The first weekend of release for The Village was
remarkable. It made $50 million—that number
would normally translate into somewhere around
$200 million in regular box office. The reviews and
word-of-mouth were so bad that it took a 67% tumble in receipts for the second weekend and finished
with just $114 million in total North America box office. That number is so strange because it meant that
the film was not profitable due to the large amount
spent on marketing it. It also brought about the beginning of the end for the
working relationship between
Shyamalan and Disney.
Several executives at Disney raised various concerns
about The Village script. Shyamalan’s name carried enough
weight that they still let him
make the movie his way, giving him a lot of leeway. There
was considerable annoyance
from the execs and there was
talk of reining him in. It didn’t
happen, but the stock of the
Next Spielberg had started to
show signs of dropping. The
script for Lady in the Water was
severely scrutinized, with
many
of
Shyamalan’s
strongest supporters jumping
ship. Disney’s President of
Production, Nina Jacobson,
said that there was no way Disney would be making
the film. Shyamalan brought the film to Warner
Brothers, who jumped on it since Warner’s needed a
Big New Thing with hoped for franchises like Catwoman had not panned out.
Many of the problems that Jacobson had seen in
the script and pre-production ended up making it to
the screen in the final film. There was the simplistic
nature of the script compared to most of Shyamalan’s previous films and the seemingly egotistical
casting and writing. Shyamalan obviously wanted
to give commentary to his critics. There were obvious signs of his frustration, such as the film critic
who mapped out what should happen in a story like
the one we were watching only to be completely

Night Shyamalan’s films. It’s a beautiful film, incredibly well-crafted and completely unsuitable for
mainstream audiences. The idea of an M. Night
Shyamalan film had completely soaked into the collective consciousness and that made for high expectations. I found the film delivered on many levels,
not the least of which being the visual. The cinematography in The Village is flawless and dark and
influenced. The highest attention was paid to costume and set pieces so that the illusion of 1894 would
be maintained. The problems lurked in expectations
and comfort levels.
In many ways, The Village
is a film that makes the viewer
uncomfortable. That’s not
hard, but between the images
of the “monsters” and the
dark imagery along with a
slow gathering story make it
hard for a regular audience to
accept. Many critics hit at it for
the solemn tone and lack of
imagination. Others pointed
to similarities in other
works—Margaret Peterson
Haddix’s 1995 book Running
Out Of Time, for example.2
Some gave it credit for strong
performances, specifically that
of Bryce Dallas Howard, and
it received an Oscar nomination for the powerful score.
That score may be one a
strong metaphor for the problems that Shyamalan has faced. The emotional
power of the score comes from the solo performance
of violin virtuoso Hilary Hahn. Her play is so powerful that they felt compelled to mention her by
name in the credits. Her play is incredible and manages to make the scenes in which her strongest solos
overscore the action seem so much more powerful.
In many ways one could see that was the M. Night
Shyamalan Story. He is a virtuoso working in concert with others but overtaking them. Shyamalan is
a great director, a virtuoso of his craft, but when one
is an overwhelming soloist, the entire symphony can
rest on your hands. And sometimes, no matter how
powerful a performer/craftsman you are, you can’t
save a weak piece from failure. In essence, ShyaSome Fantastic
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after he was disgraced. He was announced as the
writer/director for Avatar: The Last Airbender, the live
action movie of the popular children’s series. He also
shopped a script called The Green Effect around Hollywood, but with his stock way down in the eyes of
the studios, he was turned away. He did a serious
rewrite (and if the rumor mills of the Hollywood Hills
is right, he worked with two different script doctors,
one of whom was supposedly John Milias of Conan
fame) and Fox picked up the script and greenlit it for
$57 million, not a huge sum, but still a bigger budget
than a director with his recent track record could expect. The film, now called The Happening, will star
Mark Wahlberg and be shot in August for a tentative
June 13, 2008 release.
M. Night Shyamalan will keep making movies,
though the budgets and possibly the box-office take
of each may continue downward. Like the lyric soprano in Carmen, it is on his voice that the entire
opera of his films rest and the slightest waver can
send the aficionados’ tongues wagging. He will work
again, but he’ll never again shine from Philadelphia
as the man who would save Hollywood.

wrong, leading the entire process into greater danger. There was the writer character that will change
the world with his writing whom Shyamalan played
himself. These little things added up to show a film
more affected by the real world than by the fantasy
that it was purporting to be.
That’s not to say that Lady in the Water is a terrible film. It’s a simple, average film. The story does
work on most levels; the acting ranges from very
good (Paul Giamatti, Bryce Dallas Howard, Bob Balaban, Jeffrey Wright and Bill Irwin) to poor (Shyamalan, Freddy Rodriquez); and the effects are done
well. However, there’s no tension; the cinematography is all wrong for establishing the proper mood.
The script stalls and restarts at least twice. In general,
the film zigs exactly when you expect it zig. There is
no twist, only the expected outcome with a few moments of guesswork required of the audience.
The film was ravaged by critics—far more so
than even The Village. Many referenced the self-indulgent feel of the movie and noted the acting as
being solid despite the script’s weakness. Others
point out that the film had very few moments that
could be taken seriously. A lot of folks pointed out
the general weakness of the fairy tale. I just think it
was bland overall.
After the failure of Lady in the Water, the entire
film world was buzzing about Shyamalan. This wasn’t the kind of buzz that ends up with the filmmaker
on the cover of magazines, but the buzz where you
hear rumors of huge projects and never hear M.
Night’s name attached like you would have in previous years. Few were the actors saying ‘I’d love to
work with Night’ like there were in 2000 through
2004. There was no funeral for the Next Big Thing,
simply a slow fade out from a film that didn’t deliver.
M. Night Shyamalan isn’t completely finished—
no one is ever truly as long as there’s money to be
made. Fatty Arbuckle even made a couple of movies

Notes:
1.

2.

Joel H. Cohen, The Simpsons, “Homer’s Paternity Coot,” episode 366, original airdate:
8 January 2006.
“Did children’s book inspire Shyamalan?”
CBC.CA, 11 August 2004. 29 July 2007
<http://www.cbc.ca/arts/story/2004/08/11/
village040811.html>.

Christopher J. Garcia edits The Drink Tank, the
Hugo-nominated fanzine, on eFanzines.com and is a
writer, filmmaker and historian from San Jose, CA. He has
had his work appear a bunch of places a bunch of times
and he is damn proud of it.

Stranger Than Fiction
DVD Review by Edna Stumpf

who, when confronted with a fantasy, use the X-ray
vision of literary explication to nail its supposed
symbolism.They tend to think fantasies are always
important.
Well, okay then. Stranger than Fiction is fun, but

Two groups of viewers would probably not like
Stranger than Fiction as much as I do. There are those
who think fantasies are automatically frivolous—
that they should be frivolous—and therefore can’t
possibly say anything important. And there are those
Some Fantastic
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Stranger than Fiction

DVD Release Date: February, 2007
Starring:
Will Farrell, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Dustin Hoffman,
Queen Latifah & Emma Thompson
Director:
Marc Forster
Screenwriter:
Zach Helm
Rated:
PG-13
Number of Discs: 1
Studio:
Sony Pictures
Special Features: Featurettes: “Actors in Search of a Story,” “Building the Team,”
“Words on a Page,” “On the Set,” “On Location in Chicago,”
& “Picture a Number: The Evolution of G.U.I.”; deleted and
extended scenes; previews.

wobble into a gutter of gaucheries, a clumsy bulldozer-operator destroys his apartment. The professor coolly decides that Harold is doomed. We laugh
at someone who is actually a tragic figure.
We know that Harold is at risk from another
source, the downbeat novelist Karen Eiffel (the before-mentioned “demon-voice”), who has been
working through a block with cigarettes, booze and
the repetitively imagined demise of her character,
Harold Crick the IRS agent. (She has an assistant
who provides no help and has about fifteen lines.
Proven talent that she is, Queen Latifah might better
have cut another disc.)
Well, as you guessed, the two protagonists meet
and wrestle with Harold’s fate. Eiffel is a serious
writer, but never signed on for God. Harold, who has
learned the guitar and bedded the girl, rather nobly
contemplates his novel martyrdom (pun intended).
Something has to give... and something does. Only
Prof. Hilbert seems unhappy with the denouement.
This is a very “designed” little film, the most obvious example of which is the graphic user interface
(“GUI,” pronounced “gooey”), a discussion of which
is really the only valuable part of the mutual-admiration-society commentary tracks. The GUI actually
uses diverting little mathematical grids that visualize
for us the number-bound prison of Harold’s inner
life. This filmic conceit provides a delicate, artificial
frame for the story, presumably lifting it from idle
anecdote to fable. Then we discover that Harold is
not just a clueless math geek with self-esteem issues
(“I’m an IRS agent. Everyone hates me”), he’s a hero!
Then—a tragic hero! Should he die for art? It’s going
to be on the final.
Professor Hilbert says, “You have to die. It’s her

not frivolous. And it is intelligent but not, I think, important. The story does seem to have a bit of symbolism mixed in. Its implications nudge us to think,
which is sometimes fruitful and always good. Not
too hard, though.
Call me middle-of-the-road.
Harold Crick (Will Ferrell) is a repressed, habitlocked, lonely IRS agent. Kind of a cliché, actually.
As he one day counts his toothbrush strokes—a
habit—he hears the narrator we have already been
hearing for minutes as she tells us that Harold is
counting his brushstrokes. (This meta-fictional comic
shock is similar to the effect Woody Allen got in Bananas when he opened his closet to reveal a cellist
playing background music.)
Harold is puzzled and, as the narration continues, on his way to panic. He gets the math wrong at
work; he audits a pretty though hostile baker (Maggie Gyllenhaal, almost stealing the film) and is harassed by the demon-voice (Emma Thompson’s,
actually) describing the lust in his heart. Encouraged
by the Bureau counselor to take a “vaca” (Tom Hulce
in a delightful cameo; the movie is littered with
them), Harold visits a diminutive psychiatrist (Linda
Hunt) who says “schizophrenia” several times. She,
nonplussed, sends him to Professor Hilbert (Dustin
Hoffman, swilling college coffee), who in turn says,
“I’m not an expert in crazy. I’m an expert in literature theory.”
Yet Professor Hilbert, interest piqued, tries testing to identify the nature of Harold’s framing narrative. “You are not Prince Hamlet, Scout Finch, Miss
Marple, Frankenstein’s Monster or a golem. Aren’t
you relieved to know you’re not a golem?” As
Harold’s romantic asperations toward the baker
Some Fantastic
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noxious image), a light glazing of heavy ideas and a
carefully calibrated balance of tart and sweet. I probably just made it sound like pastry. That’s likely because Maggie, the sexy baker who made the cookies
for Harold that encouraged him to fall in love, inspires me.
Okay, here’s a message: enjoy life while you’ve
got it, because though a serious writer may not be
planning your death, it will nonetheless come.
Munch carbohydrates while ye may. Pinned between the math geeks and the literature theory experts, you deserve a little vaca.

masterpiece.” But why must we believe him? It’s difficult to take Emma’s articulate descriptions of
abrupt death seriously, considering we have pretty
much given up on the Great American Novel since
the eighteenth edition of The Da Vinci Code and, anyhow, she’s British. And maybe Professor Hilbert’s
brainy charm strikes us ex-English majors as a little
off—hey, I can spell denouement!—considering the
solipsistic snake-pits we know those departments
can be. Plus we remember that dude from way back.
Didn’t he graduate college a virgin?
I am, to quote Charlie Brown, going to stand up
for my right to be wishy-washy. Stranger than Fiction
may encourage us to cogitate, may indeed be useful
for a little classroom discussion, but reaching for
philosophical depth is just going to give you a
headache. It’s a movie to enjoy. It has fresh writing,
high-quality acting (good for Will Farrell, eluding his

Edna Stumpf was a regular Philadelphia Inquirer
book reviewer for over 25 years, often writing about science fiction. She also guest-lectured for science fiction film
courses.

The Prestige

DVD Review by Richard Fuller

their tricks. Borden and Angier are so mutually
obsessed that they steal from and sabotage each
other’s performances. Near the end, you finally see
Alfred Borden and Bernard Fallon together as they
take off/put on their beards. Also near the end, you
see Angier make a copy of himself via a magic
electrical machine. And then shoot his double!
In this movie, insane Dr Jekyll constantly goes
after crazy Mr. Hide and loony Mr. Seek.
The competition escalates to murder. Borden
(which twin?) ties a wrong “escape” knot around the
hands of Angier’s wife Julia (Piper Perabo) and she
drowns onstage in a water-filled cage. While an
audience watches! Why? Because this Borden twin
(which one? both?) hates Angier so much? (I’m
almost totally confused why.) In revenge, Angier
tries to shoot Borden while performing his onstage
pistol act. Bearded twin Bernard Fallon shoves
Angier aside, the pistol instead blowing off parts of
Borden’s two fingers. Near the film’s end, you see
Borden chop off Fallon’s two fingers so they can
continue to be perfect visual twins.
Meanwhile, both Borden twins “act” as the
husband of Sarah (Rebecca Hall). She knows when
the one not her husband lies while saying “I love
you” but doesn’t realize why. You don’t either until

“Are you watching closely?” wonders a
voiceover as The Prestige begins.
Christopher Nolan, co-writer and director of this
movie requiring very close watching, misleads so
often that you have to see it at least twice. Even
watching The Prestige a third time is puzzling
because the closing credits don’t list three crucial
characters—Bernard Fallon, Gerald Root, Lord
Caldlow—and the actors who play them, although
it’s obvious Hugh Jackman plays the last two. Call it
lying by omission.
Why so much fibbing? Probably because
Christopher Nolan, like his key character Alfred
Borden (Christian Bale), is also a liar—by omission.
Alfred Borden has a twin brother. A lifelong liar, he
(they!) and Nolan omit telling anyone—until near the
movie’s end—that he has a twin, even though both
perform disappearing acts together onstage. Offstage,
both take turns pretending to be bearded Bernard
Fallon. Trying to imitate Borden disappearing/
reaappearing instantly onstage, Robert Angier (Hugh
Jackman) hires drunken actor Gerald Root (also
played by Jackman) to play his stage double.
The film is about these two (three, liars!) late
nineteenth-century English magicians, whose acts
fool an audience—i.e., they lie to all by disguising
Some Fantastic
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a second viewing. Ironically, the twin saying he
doesn’t love her “today” is telling the truth: he loves
Olivia (Scarlett Johansson). But is he hurting Sarah
because he hates his brother and their constant
deception? (I’m very confused why.) After this
pretend husband flaunts his lover Olivia before her
and then says he doesn’t love her “today,” she hangs
herself. Did she finally realize her sick husband has
a sicker twin? And you wonder: If her real husband
truly loved Sarah, wouldn’t he have trusted her and
revealed he had a twin brother? Are both Bordens
therefore her killer? What kind of genre are you in?
Crime? Horror? Serial Killer?
Is all the lying by omission a movie plot point
totally dominating any would-be real characters?
Sigmund Freud is not listed in the closing credits
of this demented motion picture. Would that he
could be “transported” into this essay via Angier’s
electrical machine! Although each of the two main
men is married—and the third has a mistress—they
all have a much closer, obsessive relationship with
one another than with their women. Are they
psychopathically homosexual?
Sigmund was not a movie critic. But I think he
might agree with me that Christoper Nolan is in bed
with the film medium. (Siggy aside: the film
medium is not just male but multi-gender so Sig and
I aren’t calling Chris gay.) In one of the DVD’s
extras, Nolan says, “For me The Prestige is very
much about filmmaking.”
And about lying by omission? Consider the first
two-plus minutes as The Prestige’s images hop back
and forth so quickly from Past to Present that you
might think a time machine edited this picture:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Copies of Rupert Angier’s cravats via
that electrical machine. You’re looking
at the Past.
A voiceover wonders: “Are you
watching closely?” The you is you, not
the little girl you soon see.
You see birds in cages and Cutter
(Michael Caine), who is Angier’s
assistant. It’s his voice you hear but he’s
not speaking to anyone in his sequence.
He reaches for a bird while his
voiceover says every magic trick has a
first act called the Pledge.You’re in the
Present and watching that first act—of
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magic and a movie.
A little girl, blonde and movie-cutie,
watches. She’s the daughter of the
married Borden twin. While Cutter
entertains her (as she awaits her father’s
arrival), Cutter’s voiceover gives you
crucial information about magic’s three
parts/acts. (Nolan’s subtext is of course
that a film also has three acts.)
Cut to a theater audience and a bearded
Borden. You’re in the recent Past but
after those hats.
Cut to Angier onstage. Voiceover says a
magician begins by showing you
something ordinary.
Cut from the Past to the Present and
Cutter holding a bird.
Cut to the Past and Borden in audience
rasing his hand. He goes up to join
Angier and then heads backstage,
telling a man trying to stop him that he’s
part of the act. He goes downstairs.
Cut back to Angier with an electrical
machine behind him.
Cut to Borden below stage looking at a
blind man. Ironic in a movie about
magic you must see?
Cut to the Present and Cutter putting
the bird into a small cage while his
voiceover says the second act is called
“The Turn.”
Cut back to the Past and Angier onstage
as he turns. A visual pun?
Cut to Borden below stage looking at a
large cage filled with water.
Cut to the Present and Cutter covering
the birdcage with a cloth as his
voiceover tells how a magician
transforms something ordinary into
extraordinary. The little girl watches
Cutter slam a hand onto the cage. And
it’s gone! Voiceover says you look for
the secret but don’t want to know it.
Cut to the Past and a trapdoor onstage
opening and Angier falling into the
water-filled cage as Borden watches.
Voiceover says you wouldn’t clap yet.
Cut to the Past and a long shot of the
stage. Angier of course isn’t there.
SUMMer, 2007

•

•
•

Cut to the Present and Cutter with bird
in hand as his voiceover says that you
have to bring it back! Girl
claps.Voiceover says this third act, the
hardest, is called “The Prestige.”
Cut to the Past and a close-up of Angier
drowning, Borden watching and then a
different person’s voiceover saying
“The Prestige.”
And you’re in a court where Borden is on
trial for drowning Angier. It’s the Present
but before Cutter’s bird performance for
the little girl, if that makes any time
sense. Cutter, who’s been tricked by
Angier, testifies that Borden is
responsible for the water cage being
below stage and drowning Angier.
Borden is in chains. Fallon is in the
balcony with the little girl. Borden waves
his chained hand and smiles at her. But
he’s not her father, for lying sake! The
bearded one with her is Daddy.

And you’ve spent about two minutes and 30
seconds of a two-plus hour motion picture zipping
back and forth in time. Revisiting those minutes, you
realize the Angier who’s drowning in the cage is an
Angier copy. The real Angier has allowed him to
appear onstage. (How did that happen? Do copies
think they’re the only one?) While the copy drowns,
you realize the Angier original should also be on trial
for murder.
When Borden is hanged, Angier as Lord
Caldlow thinks he’ll be the father of Borden’s girl.
But then Fallon appears where Angier is having his

electric machine stored, takes off his beard and
shoots Angier. Murder Accomplished. He goes back
to Cutter and his daughter. A happy ending or
psychopathically ironic? Cut to the drowned Angier
in the water cage.
The movie is based—sort of—on a novel of the
same name by Christopher Priest. Because he
appears briefly in the 19-plus-minute DVD
featurette, he obviously likes the picture. He says the
filmmakers have turned his literary metaphors into
visual metaphors. Really? While Priest’s novel got
high marks (it won the World Fantasy Award and
was a finalist for the Arthur C. Clarke and the British
Science Fiction Association awards for novel of the
year), I’d give that comment a hooting F. His book,
way overfilled with journal entries, is a page-turner:
i.e., you quickly turn pages without reading them.
In the novel, Borden knocks Angier’s wife down
onstage. She’s pregnant and later loses the child so
Borden, on the page, is also a murderer. But the novel
never escalates into the movie’s killing machine.
The trivial (barely existent) DVD extras don’t
include, and very much need, a feature-length
annotation by Christopher Nolan about his picture
and what it means.
Consider the crucial Plot Point I, which
traditionally ends Act One and pulls the rug out
from under you, twirling you into a wildly different
Act Two. A young Angier and Borden (which twin?)
appear onstage with Angier’s wife Julia. While
kneeling beside her, an in-love Angier always kisses
her leg. They’re all working for someone else so
there’s no reason for stage jealousy between the two
men. And yet the Borden twin ties that infamous
wrong knot and Julia drowns.

The Prestige

DVD Release Date: February, 2007
Starring:
Hugh Jackman, Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Scarlett
Johansson & David Bowie
Director:
Christopher Nolan
Screenwriter:
Jonathan Nolan & Christopher Nolen (Based on the novel by
Christopher Priest)
Rated:
PG-13
Number of Discs: 1
Studio:
Buena Vista Home Entertainment
Special Features: “The Director's Notebook: The Cinematic Sleight of
Hand of Christopher Nolan” featurette; "The Art of The
Prestige" Gallery.
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Why? Is Borden jealous of Angier’s wife? Is he
secretly attracted to Angier? Will his little girl ever
find out he’s a killer? Don’t ask me. Ask Nolan, who
lies by omission. Or Sigmund via that machine.
The more I rewatched the movie, the more it
seemed the characters had strings attached and
Nolan was twisting them. The most interesting
person, mysterious and with no strings attached, is
the inventor of Angier’s magical machine, Nikola
Tesla. He’s played by David Bowie. Give him a
standing ovation.
About those closing credits that don’t include
Bernard Fallon, you can see how his name is
spelled two ways: click on the DVD’s English

subtitles or go online to www.script-o-rama.com
and read the screenplay. That script claims Angier
is American. Hmm.
Like the little girl applauding Cutter’s bird act, I
put my two hands together after first seeing The
Prestige. After reseeing it several times—are you
listening closely?—I clapped with one hand.

Richard Fuller was Philadelphia Magazine’s film
critic for over twenty years. He was The Philadelphia
Inquirer’s book columnist and reviewer for over thirty
years. He also taught film and review-writing courses at
several universities.

Star Trek: The Animated Series
DVD Review by Caroline-Isabell Caron

year was canonical, since it was written by D.C. Montana, but that the episode itself was not. His reasoning was sound: he was only in partial control of what
went one in TAS production and some of the stories
were in his view anti-Trek. It was especially the case
of the episode “Slaver Weapon,” which was essentially a re-working of Larry Niven’s short story “The
Soft Weapon,” first published in 1967, then again in
well-known 1968 collection Neutron Star. “When
asked to provide a script for TAS, Niven created a
crossover with his own creation, Kzinti and all. It
was a great story and a strong TAS episode. However, to make TAS cannon, logically would make NSpace part of the Star Trek universe. Roddenberry
was not willing to do that, rightfully.
The designers of the TAS box set are much less
worried about that, it seems; a fact which becomes
obvious very quickly. The very slim booklet contains
two short texts, both justifying the series’ importance
and relevance to Trek history and lore. The first is a
short exposition of what “cannon” is and what constitutes it in Star Trek. According to the booklet,
everything of Trek that’s appeared in television or
film since the beginning in cannon, including ‘some’
of TAS. The novels are still excluded. The second text
is even more specific in explaining how the adventures of TAS were meant to continue those of the
three TOS seasons.
Watching the episodes with commentary only
makes this clearer. Some episodes, such as “Yester-

When I was a child, watching the space adventures of the Enterprise crew in live action or animation amounted to the same experience. Contrarily to
elsewhere in North America, in the mid-1970s, the
dubbed versions of the original Star Trek (TOS) and
Star Trek: The Animated Series (TAS) ran concurrently
on Quebec television. They were both marketed towards children. The dubbing actors were the same
for both shows and the stories crossed series enough
that for me, like most children in Quebec, both series
were simply the same series in two different format.
When both series disappeared from the screen, I
was saddened and even though it did not take long
for TOS to come back, again and again, I never did
see TAS again until I received the box set in the mail
for me to review. I was astonished at how well I remembered it all. In fact, what surprised me the most
were the things I thought I remembered that were
not there on the box-set. I’ll come to that later. All 22
original episodes from 1973-1974 are found here in a
white and orange plastic box set, almost identical to
the three colored boxes protecting the TOS dvds.
This is the first of many obvious attempts by Paramount to reconcile Trek fans with a series that has
been largely vilified over the decades.
Until his death in 1992, Gene Roddenberry was
adamant that none of the novels, nor the films, were
part of the Star Trek cannon. He was also adamant
that TAS wasn’t either. He admitted that some of
Spock’s backstory from the animated episode YesterSome Fantastic
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Star Trek: The Animated Series

DVD Release Date: November, 2006
Starring:
James Doohan, William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest
Kelly, Majel Barrett, Nichelle Nichols & George Takei
Directors:
Hal Sutherland (20 episodes) & Bill Reed (2 episodes)
Producers:
D.C. Fontana, Gene Roddenberry, Norm Prescott &
Lou Scheimer
Rated:
Not Rated
Number of Discs: 4
Studio:
Paramount
Special Features: Featurettes: “Drawn to the Final Frontier—The Making of Star
Trek: The Animated Series,” & “What’s the Star Trek
Connection?; storyboard gallery; show history; wallpaper; AIM
icons; audio commentary by David Wise (writer) on “How
Sharper Than a Serpent's Tooth” episode; audio commentaries
by David Gerrold (writer) on “More Tribbles, More Troubles” &
“Bem”; text commentaries by Michael Okuda and Denise
Okuda (writers) on “Yesteryear,” “The Eye of the Beholder,”
& “The Counter-Clock Incident.”

year,” have pop-up commentaries that are a bit of a
let down. They are not really trivia, and they are
rarely funny. Most focus on how animation freed the
series producers and made the creation of a science
fiction series easier and cheaper to design. Little is
shown regarding the making of each episode or the
animation techniques themselves, and the interesting trivia that is presented focuses somewhat on the
actors, but not enough to warrant more than one
viewing. The audio commentaries are a little better,
but tend to focus on the same elements. None of the
actors provide commentary, nor do any of the writers. In short, avid Trekkers and old fans of TAS will
know most of it already.
What would have been interesting are image
galleries, a making of the animation and voicing,
some statistics, and what not. Though it is mentioned that James Doohan (a.k.a. Scotty) did the
highest number of voices for TAS, nowhere does it
specify why and just how many: he did 53 characters over the 22 episodes! Nowhere does it explain
why neither Pavel Chekov, nor Yeoman Rand appear
in TAS: they did not have the budget to hire all the
original actors, so some of the secondary characters
with the most recognizable voices were not brought
back. It was cheaper to replace them with original
characters that could be voiced by James Doohan
and Majel Barrett instead.
The box set contains an English and Spanish
voice track, as well as subtitles in those languages
Some Fantastic
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and Portuguese. However, it does not contain the
French-language track of my youth! I missed hearing all the original dubbing actors of TAS reprise
their roles from TOS, and I especially missed the
voices of the new characters, Lieutenants Arex (the
male tripoid pilot) and M’Ress (the female felinoid
engineer), respectively voiced by Doohan and Barrett in English. They were the producers attempt at
fully using the possibilities that animation provides
over make up and animatronics. The absence of the
French track is one of the many examples of Paramount to cut cost and cater to the American market
alone. A shame. In the case of those two characters,
the commentaries could have mentioned that they
are not part of the cannon, but that they were enthusiastically adopted in the franchise novels.
Still, the episodes themselves are as delightful
as ever. None are great Star Trek stories—at 22 minutes, it’s not too surprising—but all are fun, even
the worst episodes. The one I remembered the
most, “The Lorelei Signal,” has lost today much of
the impact it had as a feminist commentary back
then. But, from the point of view of the little girl I
was in the mid-1970s, being shown that the girls
can save the day (and the boys) and being told that
there are all female starship crews in Starfleet was
a very empowering message that I never forgot.
Other episodes recycled original TOS themes, like
the two episodes featuring the execrable Harry
Mudd, including “More Tribbles, More Troubles,”
SUMMer, 2007

which shows how Klingons dealt (badly) with their
mortal scourge.
The animation is bad. No doubt about that. It is
similar to much of the late-1960s, early-1970s cellbased animation like the first Spider-Man series or the
cult favorite Rocket Robin Hood. The characters are
fixed over static decors, with minimum mouth, eye
and arm movement. It is cell animation at its simplest. This produced a completely psychotronic experience that I will repeat often. I also think it still
would make a nice introduction to Trek for the very

youngest of viewers, those who could still be interested in “old school” Saturday morning cartoons. All
in all, a good addition to my collection.
But I still miss the voices.

Caroline-Isabelle Caron is an Assistant Professor at
the Department of History at Queen’s University in
Kingston, Ontario. Her research focuses on North
American popular culture, primarily among Frenchspeakers.

Overclocked, by Cory Doctorow
Book Review by Danny Adams

If you’ve managed to miss Cory Doctorow in the
course of your speculative short story reading, then
Overclocked is about as good an introduction as you
can hope for. Not only does the collection offer a nice
representation of Doctorow’s stories, but he’s also
jumped in with the growing number of anthologies
and collections whose authors offer up bits about
how those stories came to exist. In Doctorow’s case,
the subtitle of the anthology—“Stories of the Future
Present”—explains a great deal about those stories
came to be: he “predicts” the future by writing about
things that are happening now. Or, in the case of
some stories, have only seen their seeds planted
today but could bloom anytime tomorrow.
The first story, a short-short titled “Printcrime,”
falls into the latter category. Right now in the Real
World, scientists are experimenting with creating
“printers” that can manufacture any item you need
or want; Doctorow mixes this skillfully with today’s
news about large corporations slamming down on
copyright violators. The combination then asks,
What if these printed items, particularly medicines,
become copyrighted and trademarked? Doctorow
assumes that tomorrow’s corporations will come
down just as hard on print violators as they do music
and video downloaders these days, and the result is
a small piece that packs a wallop.
“When Sysadmins Ruled the Earth” sounds like
it’s going to be flippant or a spoof, but it takes a
deadly serious turn early on: massive simultaneous
(if not unified) terrorist strikes have happened
around the globe, paralyzing and often wrecking
civilization as we know it... and yet, thanks much to
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the special cages the networks were kept in, as well
as the humans in those cages at the time, much of the
Internet has survived. Very quickly, the Sysadmins
become the primary, if not only, source of worldwide
communication and information... and almost as
quickly realize they might be our last best hope for
keeping the world from collapsing entirely. “Sysadmins” offers the best twist on the end-of-the-world
story that I’ve seen lately, particularly with the details about rebuilding comprising network systems
rather than the usual primers on planting seeds and
learning self-defense.
The title “Anda’s Game” sounds similar to
“Ender’s Game,” and Doctorow points out in his introduction that this is no coincidence (and that he in
fact enjoys using or playing with titles from other
great science fiction stories). Once again the story
revolves around a young character (Anda) who is
playing a very intense computer game alongside a
superior “officer,” this time World of Warcraft or
something similar; and it’s not spoiling the story to
say that, again, the events in the game have a major
effect on what is happening in the real world. But
Doctorow twists around our expectations by making the enemy in the game not an enemy but a victim, those who are using—or rather, being exploited
by—an opportunity that exists in our world here
and now, but by doing so they leave themselves and
everyone else (except the exploiters, of course) all
the poorer for it. For my money, this is the strongest
and most poignant story in the collection (with the
possible exception of “After the Siege,” see below),
and not for nothing did Michael Chabon choose to
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include it in the 2005 edition of The Best American
Short Stories.
“I, Robot” falls obviously into the category of Famous Science Fiction Story Titles. It too takes a present-day concern and unfolds it just a little bit with a
dash of George Orwell thrown in: today we have a
presidential administration which has tried both
suppressing civil liberties in the name of national security as well as joined forces with energy companies to suppress climate data (and climatologists)
whose data disagree with administration policy. Tomorrow, that suppression of both could be expanded
until you have... a future Canada whose citizens are
constantly under surveillance or the threat of it, and
whose science lags far, far behind the rest of the
world—unless you happen to be a member of the security forces.
Detective Icaza de Arana-Goldberg has more important and immediate things to worry about, however. His ex-wife defected right after their daughter
Ada was born and is now the chief scientist for the
enemy. At the start of the story, he’s worried about
what the now-12-year-old Ada is up to when she
skips school, and in the process of having her tailed
he first discovers an terrorist-planted EM device that
fries all electronics in its range, then that Ada has disappeared. Each of the events that follow—and the
AI robots he meets—deal a blow both to the world
Arana-Goldberg thought he knew and to the lies he’s
been fed for so long that he’s lost his ability to think
critically. I’m always wary when a new(er) author
takes an old standard (like a famous title) and tries to
rework it, but Doctorow gives us a story that perhaps Asimov himself might have appreciated.
“I, Row-Boat” comes next as the pun on the earlier title—and is centered on an artificially intelligent
rowboat that, appropriately, follows the robotic religion of Asimovism. (And naturally, the religion adOverclocked

Author: Cory Doctorow
ISBN-10: 1560259817
ISBN-13: 978-1560259817
Publisher: Thunder’s
Mouth Press
Release date: January, 2007
$15.95, 304 pages, trade
paperback
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heres strictly to the Three Laws of Robotics.) The
story is set in a future where humanity as we know
it—as a corporeal-bound entity—has practically
ceased to exist in favor of being electronic, backupable entities that can still occasionally download into
human “shells” when they want to enjoy being in a
body again. Kate is one such person, whom Robbie
the Row-Boat meets when she and a robot downloaded into a human shell want to go diving off of
Osprey Reef in the Coral Sea.
However, there are others who want to interfere
with Robbie’s serene life: R. Daneel Olivaw, for one,
a rogue AI who makes Robbie question his existence; and an anonymous intelligence who has “uplifted” Osprey Reef to sentience right about the time
that Robbie and his guests pay a visit. Punny
though the title may be, Doctorow still manages to
fit in quite a lot of questioning about the nature of
life and intelligence (particularly from the robotic
perspective), along with some zealotry thrown in for
good measure.
The final story, “After the Siege,” is an almost
epic tale inspired by Doctorow’s grandmother’s stories of the Nazi’s siege of Stalingrad mixed with
(again, from our present) the penchant of the American government and corporations to use their clout
to force our economic will on the economies and
peoples of poor nations. This time the issue of
money, especially royalties, sparks a war, and thirteen-year-old Valentine —three years after a revolution that freed her nation, but apparently wasn’t
welcomed by Western countries—finds her city is
besieged. Not just by missiles but also by an infowar
that results in the failure of all the electronics in her
city. This causes the city to fragment in a Stalingradlike pattern of hunger and horrors, some of which
Doctorow took directly from the famous World War
Two siege itself. In the middle of this, Valentine
stumbles across a man who still has a nice home,
plenty of food, and working electronics—a documentarian called the Wizard who is trying to record
what is going on so the outside world will take action. (Or, as his more cynical assistant assumes, for
entertainment.)
At first Valentine is perfectly happy to welcome
the help she gets for herself and her family from the
Wizard, but as the siege drags on and grows increasingly desperate... and it becomes clearer to the
girl that the Wizard possesses the capability to win
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the battle for them... she finally takes matters into her
own hands and risks everything she has to protect
her land from destruction. “Stark” and “grim” don’t
quite seem adequate to describe Valentine’s experiences during the siege, but will serve well enough.
The reward for her actions may not be officially recognized like a medal, but one that is just the hopeful
kind Valentine needs.
Overall, Cory Doctorow has the gift of both
turning the present day on its head while writing
what could be considered hard SF in some cases that
doesn’t baffle or lose the less technically-oriented
reader, all while never forgetting that it is always the
characters that should come first in any story. (Even
if, and especially if, the main character is a row-

boat.) If you haven’t read Doctorow, now is a good
time to start.

Danny Adams is the author of the forthcoming short
novels The City Beyond Play, co-authored with Philip
Jose Farmer and scheduled to appear this month from PS
Publishing. In addition, his shorter works have appeared
or are forthcoming in magazines such as Abyss & Apex,
Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine, The
Mount Zion Speculative Fiction Review, Mythic
Delirium, Not One Of Us, Star*Line, Strange Horizons and Weird Tales. He and his wife Laurie live deep
in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia with four cats
who never fail to provide thrilling wonders, dangerous adventures, and chilling perils!

Sun of Suns, by Karl Schroeder
Book Review by Chris Elliott

Call me Ishmael if you’d like, but after reading
Karl Schroeder’s adventure yarn/SF novel Sun of
Suns, the first novel in his new Virga series, I’m
ready to be press-ganged into service by Ahab himself if it means I can try my hand at tooling around
zero-g inside a 3,000-kilometer diameter fullerene
balloon world in a wood and metal warship resembling more a square-rigged ship of the line than anything interstellar, with intrigue and feats of
daring-do waiting in abundance to port, starboard,
fore and aft. White whale be damned.
Okay, “Sun of Suns” is the farthest thing from a
quasi-Transcendentalist 19th century tome, and it’s
short on symbolism, but at its heart it’s channeling
the high seas, salt encrusted navy-types, yard-arms,
mizzen-masts and the like. Set in a vast balloon of a
world (the afore-mentioned fullerene sphere), separated by a thin human-constructed skin from an
“outside” world (the universe, everything else), the
true nature of which is only hinted at, the world of
Sun of Suns offers abundant opportunities to revel in
swashbuckling action, while still getting a healthy
does of hard SF technological conceptualizations.
Within this giant ball, floating about a central artificial sun (called Candesce, the sun of suns of the title)
its factionalized inhabitants struggle to create minifusion suns to provide life-sustaining light and
warmth to their free-floating communities amidst
the arbitrary menace of free floating hunks of rock
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and huge globs of water, and the far less capricious
menace of other town-states large and small intent
on domination and empire.
Schroeder tosses the reader into the intrigue immediately. The opening chapter begins with the destruction of Hayden Griffin’s (our protagonist) home
town, Gavin Town, by the much larger Slipstream,
just prior to the first, secret lighting of its own small
sun. Young Hayden’s parents are killed, the sun is
destroyed, much death ensues. In a few pages, we
know all we need to know to situate the politics of
this world: the lighting of a sun is a dangerous thing
(and not simply in terms of the physics) and this balloon world is far from a peaceful utopia, the ownership and ability to produce ones own light means
potential threat to ones neighbors, and potential
threats are met with extreme violence.
Jump forward several years. Hayden, now and
Sun of Suns

Author: Karl Schroeder
ISBN-10: 0765315432
ISBN-13: 978-0765315434
Publisher: Tor Books
Release date: October, 2006

$24.95, 320 pages, hardcover
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adult, is in the employ of Slipstream, but secretly entertaining wildly unrealistic fantasies of personal
vengeance. At this point we’re introduced to the
other primary characters in the story: Venera Fanning, intriguingly scheming and dangerous political
manipulator, and her husband, Chaison Fanning, an
admiral of Slipstream’s fleet, and unsuspecting target of Hayden’s machinations; Carrier, the lethal assistant at Venera’s side; and Aubri Mahallan, a
human from the world outside Virga, who’s own
back history hints at a universe which might be the
complete antithesis of everything within Virga—a
completely administered world in which, oddly,
both caprice and intentionality seem somehow no
longer possible, at least according to Aubri.
It’s quickly apparent that Hayden’s initial quest
of vengeance against Slipstream and Fanning is a
mostly insignificant and easily dispensed with plot
thread; one constructed to lead into and tease out a
more complicated set of interweaving plot threads
which coalesce around the scheming, but not necessarily malignant, Venera, Chaison, and the otherworldly Aubri. The political machinations between
Slipstream and the rival town, Falcon Formation, on
the one hand, and the still opaque (by book’s end)
intentions of those outside Virga, on the other, also
play into these subplots.
And thank goodness for that. Schroeder seems
happy enough to allow Hayden to simply drop midstream his fantasies of individual revenge, and
Schroeder doesn’t dwell overlong when fleshingout Hayden’s internal struggle about it either. Some
readers may find that an unfortunate lost opportunity to add depth to Hayden’s character. But for bet-

Mars Needs Women...
& Some Fantastic Needs Reviewers

Much like the red planet in the epynonymous
1967 film, Some Fantastic has a need. We have plenty
of books sitting around waiting for someone to review
them. Unfortunately, we lack the automatons to kidnap
the reviewers we need, so we’re left to using ridiculous
pleas for help in text boxes like this one. If you love SF,
fantasy and/or horror, are opinionated and want a
ready-made audience to read your opinions, contact
us at admin@somefantastic.us and we’ll do our best to
match you up with a book you’ll want to write about.
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ter or worse (I think for the better), Sun of Suns isn’t
primarily about exploring in detail Hayden’s internal landscape. And by largely paying only lip service to the whole issue, Schroeder manages not to let
the story get bogged down in needless psychodrama.
This is an action story with a healthy helping of
political intrigue, after all, and Schroeder gives free
reign to its more adventurous inclinations. By midbook, the reader is happily riding along with the
characters in cramped wooden warships, which are
borne through the uncharted vastnesses of Virga by
the skills of a navigator unaided by anything approaching GPS or even radar, protected from impending death by the thin, often leaky skins of their
ships, the integrity of which is the subject of much
caulking. The entire middle third of Sun of Suns is,
at its roots, a classic naval war story; opposing ships
coming into contact with each other out of mist and
fog, trading volleys only to fall away again back out
of sight; captains yelling orders into megaphones;
wood splintering and bodies falling overboard. The
reader is even treated to a good old-fashioned ramming or two. It’s great fun.
All that grand action narrative aside though,
Schroeder is not above reveling in a bit of interpersonal melodrama. And that’s fine too. Does Venera
love or hate Chaison, or both? And vise versa? What
about Hayden and Aubri? More intriguing still, is
that a hint or two of chemistry between Venera and
Hayden? By book’s end, who knows? But we’ll undoubtedly find the answers to a couple of those
questions (or at least further complications) in the
second installment of the series, because that’s the
way of a good action narrative too, at least the action
narratives of the serial variety: leave the reader hanging on the relationships, but make sure to feed them
some resolution on the action-end. Schroeder accomplishes both in Sun of Suns.
The second installment of Virga, Queen of Candesce, is set to be released this month. The reason I
know that is the first thing I did when I closed the
back cover of Sun of Suns was to go online and check
to see the publication date of the next volume. I’ll be
there to buy it as soon as it hits the bookstore shelves.
Chris Elliot has written film and television reviews for
Popmatters.com. He currently lives in Northern Virginia
with his ever-increasing collection of anime soundtracks.
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Fast Forward, edited by Lou Anders
Book Review by Jessica Darago

Lou Anders has set himself a daunting task. His
new Fast Forward series is intended, as he explains in
the introduction to the first volume, to revive the
proud legacy of the unthemed hard SF anthology. As
he explains with the fervor of a true believer, SF occupies the classical pinnacle of art, where delight
stands side-by-side with instruction, helping us
“[make] sense of a changing world.”
The fact that science fiction can do this is indisputable. That today’s most popular, mainstream examples of the species are trying to do so is debatable.
Young adult fantasy seems to dominate the bookstores and the box office, and the best of television’s
offerings—from “science” fiction like Doctor Who
and Life on Mars to the rare dose of the harder stuff
like Battlestar Galactica—exhibit decidedly Arcadian
leanings. It is as if the rapid onset of the future has
sent the culture lurching toward the haven of an idealized past (which has happened before, now that
you mention it).
But that’s all the more reason to produce a collection like Fast Forward. Anders says, “To a very real
extent, we live today in the science fiction of the
past.” He is referring in the main to our technological climate, from NASA to Nokia. But consider how
much of the science fiction of the past two decades
could reasonably be labeled dystopian. For many
years, our dreams of progress have been coupled
with visions of our own demise; meanwhile, in the
real world, fear of “the end” is our constant companion. Luckily for us, Armageddon is running late.
However, it hasn’t called to cancel, so if hard science
fiction can, as Anders hopes, help us to “dream better,” then we need all the good stuff we can get.
This is not to say that Fast Forward 1 is all binary
sunshine and robot puppies. Overall the tone is one
of cheerful pessimism. Population decline, ecological disaster, governments and AIs run amok—the familiar elements of dystopia are all accounted for. But
with the singular exception of Stephen Baxter’s “No
More Stories,” these are tales of how humans come
face to face with disaster (of their own making or
otherwise) and survive.
One of the strengths of unthemed anthologies is
the breadth of material they can encompass. Although there are several stories set in hard SF’s traSome Fantastic
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ditional outer-space stomping grounds—including
selections by well-established authors such as Larry
Niven, Brenda Cooper, Mike Resnick, and Nancy
Kress—the majority of the stories focus on inner
space and social space. Elizabeth Bear’s “The Something-Dreaming Game” deftly mediates among all
three, where a young girl’s explorations of dangerous and taboo reaches of human sexuality bring her
into contact with an alien race.
There are several slyly humorous offerings. Paul
DiFillipo’s “Wikiworld”—a standout even in such a
solid collection of stories—is a geektastic, giggle-inducing romp in a world where life imitates Internet.
After the horror at the idea of living in a world run
by the combined denizens of Slashdot and Fark.com
wears off, you’re left with the sense that, as future
governments go, we could do much worse. Similarly, Ken MacLeod’s “Jesus Christ, Reanimator”
presents the Second Coming through the lens of
celebrity journalism. While the event itself goes
about as well as you’d expect—with so many flavors of fanboy expectation, someone’s bound to be
disappointed—the tale is ultimately more sweet
than bitter.
For all of the collection’s “forward” vision, however, it is not immune from the charms of nostalgia.
The anthology includes laments for lost loves, lost
species, and lost innocence. Louise Marley’s “p
dolce,” for example, is a Romantic (capitalization intentional) story of time travel, art, and obsession, a
sort of Possession in miniature, while Mary A.
Turzillo’s “Pride” takes the opposite journey, bringing a creature of the past into the future. But an anthology like this can be forgiven a few wistful
glances over the shoulder. Even the future got
Fast Forward 1: Future
Fiction from the Cutting Edge

Editor: Lou Anders
ISBN-10: 1591024862
ISBN-13: 978-1591024866
Publisher: Pyr Books
Release date: February, 2007

$15.00, 409 pages,
trade paperback
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started in the past.
Fast Forward will be an interesting anthology series to watch. It is an ambitious project with a savvy,
tasteful editor and could easily become the bedrock
publication for Pyr.

Jessica Darago is a writer and editor who lives and
works in Northern Virginia. Her novella A Compelling Yarn was shortlisted for the 2005 3-Day Novel
Competition, thus demonstrating her unhealthy passion for deadlines.

Eifelheim, by Michael Flynn
Book Review by Steven H Silver

To paraphrase the classic commercial: “Science
fiction and fantasy: Two great genres that taste
great together.”
Actually, there are always going to be those
purists (usually, it seems, on the science fictional side
of the equation) who argue that science fiction and
fantasy are two separate genres which should not be
confused with each other, should not be shelved together in bookstores and libraries, and should certainly not be lumped together in the same bastard
category “speculative fiction.”
Which brings us, in a rather circuitous manner,
to Michael Flynn’s Eifelheim. Originally published in
that bastion of science fiction, Analog, the short story
“Eifelheim” went on to earn a Hugo nomination and
win the 1987 Analog Analytical Laboratory reader’s
poll. The short story focused on the modern historical investigation of Tom Schwoerin, although it introduced the medieval village and its inhabitants
through Schwoerin’s research.
20 years later, Flynn expanded the story both in
length and in scope. Rather than merely telling more
of Schwoerin’s story, Flynn opted to travel back in
time to the fourteenth century to show the reader
daily life in the village Schwoerin’s research uncovered and more fully flesh out the historical population previously only seen through Schwoerin’s
study. Although both sections are clearly science ficEifelheim

Author: Michael Flynn
ISBN-10: 0765300966
ISBN-13: 978-0765300966
Publisher: Tor Books
Release date: October, 2006

$25.95, 320 pages, hardcover
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tion, the fourteenth century period has a strong fantasy feel to it as the scientific marvels they see are filtered through their religiosity and worldview.
While Schwoerin’s part of Eifelheim is viewed
through the lens of scientific rationalism, the Medieval story, following the discoveries of Pastor Dietrich in Oberhochwald, is examined with Dietrich’s
faith as its main component. What makes this part
of the story so strong is that not only does Dietrich
accept his faith as a legitimate tool by which to view
the world, but so does Flynn. Dietrich’s faith, and
that of his parish, is not depicted as superstitions, but
rather as reasonable methods of describing the world
around them.
Perhaps just as importantly, Flynn’s Medieval
characters, whether Pastor Dietrich or the herb
woman Theresia Gresch, are able to discover the
Krenken, a race living in the nearby Black Forest, and
treat them as humans and individuals, rather than
merely as a satanic infestation needing to be destroyed. While the Krenken use their own view of
the universe, which differs from either Deitrich’s or
Schwoerin’s, to deal with their discovery and their
discoveries.
In many ways, Eifelheim is reminiscent of Connie Willis’s Doomsday Book. Both novels have “modern” sections set in universities and medieval
sections set against the backdrop of the Bubonic
plague. While Eifelheim’s story in the present lacks
the screwball comedy of Willis’s novel, his Medieval
story manages to more fully and accurate capture the
Weltanschauung of the mid-fourteenth century.
While Flynn could have been content to examine just the first contact scenario between the
Krenken and the Oberhochwalders, or Schwoerin’s
research (as he did in the original novella), he chose
to combine the two ideas and created a fully realized
novel. Further, he expands the first contact scenario
to include the larger world as the powers that be
SUMMer, 2007

come to realize something strange is occurring in the
forest outside Oberhochwald. This provides a more
traditional conflict than Flynn’s examination of the
competing cultures of modern, Medieval, and
Krenken. Combined with the appearance of the
plague, it also helps to build Eifelheim to a virtual
Götterdämmerung as everything in Pastor Deitrich’s
world seems to be coming to an end.
The two sections of Eifelheim are separated by
more than just the seven centuries and the general
feel. Flynn has paced the sections quite differently,
with the medieval sections reading more leisurely to
reflect the amount of time it took people, goods, and
information to move across Germany in the fourteenth century. The modern university exists in a
time of more instantaneous communication and
those sections clearly reflect that pace of life.
Given that the modern sections are based closely
on the Hugo-nominated novella of the same title, it
is interesting that some of the weakest parts of the
novel occur in those sections. While Pastor Dietrich
is able to interact with the Krenken to make his discoveries, Schwoerin and his lover, Sharon Nagy, both
live in a more theoretical world. It is their theories
and abstract conjectures that provide the novel with
its science fictional underpinnings. Unfortunately,
these parts of the novel often include lengthy passages of exposition and technobabble. These passages not only slow the otherwise rapid pace of the
modern sections, but also tend to lose the reader in
the complexities of theory, even when based (perhaps especially when based) on actual theories.

Eifelheim is an ambitious novel and Flynn introduces a number of intricate ideas and plotlines.
For the most part, he succeeds in examining where
they would lead, although there are times that the
reader could wish that Flynn could have expanded
the book to more fully delve into the complexities
he has introduced. At the same time, those very
points cause some of the slower sections of the
novel as Flynn tries to explain them to the layman.
Nevertheless, Eifelheim is a magnificent book fusing
the medieval world with his basis on faith to the
modern world with a more scientific outlook, reminding the reader that both views have their own
internal rationalities.
So, despite what some purists may complain is
the continuing bastardization of science fiction by
the continuing decision to cross market it with fantasy, novels such as Flynn’s Eifelheim continue to
demonstrate that science fiction and fantasy will always have enough of a crossover in the minds of
many authors that a simple (and perhaps simplistic)
definition which excludes one of the two genres will
never be adequate.
Steven H Silver is a seven-time Hugo Nominee for
Best Fan Writer and the Editor of the anthologies Wondrous Beginnings, Magical Beginnings, and Horrible
Beginnings. He is the publisher of ISFiC Press. In addition to maintaining several bibliographies and the Harry
Turtledove website, Steven is heavily involved in convention planning and publishes the fanzine Argentus.

The Secret History of Vampires, edited by Darrell Schweitzer
Book Review by Mario Guslandi

Aren’t you sick and tired of vampire tales? I am.
I can still stand the occasional story, but the masters
of the subgenre seem to have explored and exhausted all the possible variations the subject can
offer, so the very idea of yet another anthology entirely devoted to the blood-sucking creatures made
me already weary. Yet, a touch of novelty seemed to
sparkle in the new DAW anthology The Secret History of Vampires: if such creatures really exist, did
they influence or manipulate the events in world
history? Interesting idea and, thanks god, brilliant
development of the theme by most of the contributSome Fantastic
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ing authors.
Harry Turtledove starts the ball with the scandalous “Under St Peter’s,” an incredible but compelling tale in which the very foundations of
Christianity and of the Catholic Church are shaken
by an unmentionable truth. In the entertaining, albeit
implausible, “Two Hunters in Manhattan” by Mike
Resnick, Teddy Roosevelt, while serving as the NY
Police Commissioner meets a vampire who helps
him to get rid of the most infamous city criminals.
Moving to characters from British history, P.D.
Cacek’s contribution to the anthology, “Smoke and
SUMMer, 2007

Mirrors,” is an imaginative, atmospheric piece featuring Arthur Conan Doyle and Houdini, who take
a dangerous chance during their fight against fraud.
Carrie Vaughn’s quite enjoyable “A Princess of
Spain” provides a fascinating reconstruction of the
events surrounding the death of the weak prince
Arthur (the older brother of the future Henry VIII)
and the subsequent marriage of his maiden widow
with king Henry.
Other stories reach further back into historical
times. Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s “Harpy” is the masterful adaptation of the facts in the life and death of
a famous Greek character and his unpleasant wife,
where a benevolent undead character plays a pivotal role. “Honored by Her Name,” by John Betancourt and Darrell Schweitzer, is a chilling tale
disclosing the secrets behind Cleopatra’s death,
while Brian Stableford’s offering“The Temptation of
Saint Anthony” is a learned, offbeat tale where Saint
Anthony is a vampire thirsting for blood who also
needs to brave face the devil’s attempt to lead him
to damnation.
In “Bohemian Rhapsody,” Ian Watson offers a
perfect mix of magic, vampirism and eroticism in a
captivating story featuring the Danish astronomer

Tycho Brahe. In the anthology’s penultimate story,
Tanith Lee’s superb “Green Wallpaper,” depicts the
last days of Napoleon, exiled in St Helen’s isle and
fighting against a vampire demon lusting after his
precious blood.
In short, even if by now you’re bored stiff by
vampire stories, here’s an original volume of classy
fiction which is well worth reading.

Mario Guslandi live in Milan, Italy and is most likely
the only Italian who regularly reads and reviews dark fiction in English. He’s written reviews for a number of
genre websites, including Emerald City, The Agony
Column, Infinity Plus, The SF Site and Horrorworld.
The Secret History
of Vampires

Editor: Darrell Schweitzer
ISBN-10: 075640410X
ISBN-13: 978-0756404109
Publisher: DAW Books
Release date: April, 2007

$7.99, 310 pages, paperback

A Scanner Darkly

DVD Review by Edna Stumpf

Philip K. Dick occupies a special, possibly necessary place in the history of science fiction. He was
our California Camus, our stay-at-home Kerouac,
our gutter intellectual. A full member of the ‘60s/70s
drug culture, he was behind every personal eightball: five failed marriages, about as many detoxes,
perpetual poverty, early death. Through it all, he
produced book after book of sloppy yet extraordinarily interesting prose. Dick pioneered the genre
novel as philosophical mind game, filling his stories
with characters who yearn to make systematic sense
of time, space and love but whose compulsive chatter is underlain by a disquieting cluelessness. This
was non-triumphal SF, anti-Gernsbackian and
counter-Heinleinesque. It was edgy, murky, playful,
and paranoid. Nervous of government, terrified of
big business. What was he against? As Brando says
in The Wild One, “What have you got?”
Some Fantastic

We now agree that, fictionally, the guy behind the
eight-ball was ahead of the curve. Hollywood, which
constantly mines the cults for mass-appeal potential,
found him glistening in its sorting pan shortly before
he died in l982. Blade Runner, Total Recall, Minority Report—quarried from various peculiarly titled
works—were respectable star vehicles that made the
author a household name without totally grossing
out his fans. Some other films... not so good.
Posthumously speaking, Dick is rich and famous. He would have enjoyed the irony.
The 1977 novel A Scanner Darkly is sober Dick,
dark Dick, an elegiac examination of the goingdown-slow of addiction. It is set in a “future” Anaheim—1994—where the war on the drug Substance
D obsesses the population and the government has
assumed ominous powers of domination. That
Dick’s future is actually our past makes an odd
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sense. This is the scruffy, third-rate America we all
recognize but that history will gladly forget: three
slobs in a run-down tract house, toking up, neglecting the cat box, indulging in doomed projects and
pointless arguments, ratting each other out.
The only really science fictional artifact in Scanner is the “scramble suit,” a uniform-cum-disguise
of composite visual signals worn by anti-drug agents
as they proselytize business organizations or interrogate suspects or even talk amongst themselves.
“Agent Fred” wears it except when reverting to Bob
Arctor, one of the slobs in the tract house, there to
trace a drug connection upscale enough to bust. Bob
knows why druggies get high—alienation from the
empty claims of society—because he gets high himself. He takes Substance D, apparently not quite focusing on the home truth that, as his housemate
Baris puts it, “You’re either on it or you haven’t tried
it.” Bob is passively sweet on Donna, his small-time
supplier, though she won’t sleep with him. Another
friend hallucinates an infestation of aphids and plans
suicide. Info-babbler Baris—after Arctor has been, as
“Agent Fred,” assigned to spy on himself—visits the
Agency to denounce Arctor as an anti-government
conspirator. Arctor starts going nuts; helpful government psychdrones tell him so. It’s all confusing
and meaningless (unless it’s meaningful) and it ends,
although not happily, with a rather unexpected
power punch. (Pay attention to the blue flowers.)
Okay, A Scanner Darkly will never be voted favorite Dickiana. A lot of people, myself among them,
don’t enjoy reading about self-destruction. (Indulging in it is a whole other thing.) But it qualifies
as pure, unadulterated, high-test attitude-of-Dick,
capturing the cynicism, suppressed anger and sad-

ness that lend soul to his repetitive quests for reality.
This is autobiographical Philip K. Dick for those in
the know. It will always have a cult following, and so
will the film.
You’ve probably noticed that I haven’t mentioned the movie. Well, it’s perfect. It’s good that it’s
done in animation since—as the author’s daughter
mentions in the commentary—anime occupies the
not-quite-respectable niche that science fiction did
during most of Dick’s career. It’s good that it’s rotoscoped, the silky lines of the process suggesting the
eerie, cartoonish shimmer of a chemical high. And
it’s good that it’s faithful to the book, up to and including a doleful list of dedications to the author’s
dead or psychotic friends. Movies don’t have to be
faithful to their books. In this particular case, though,
it’s really, really good.
The cast, moreover, is excellent. Keanu Reeves is
of course everyone’s favorite sci-fi go-to guy, and his
customary confused gaze makes him a primo
Fred/Arctor. Winona Ryder is lovely as Donna in a
cunning comeback choice, and Robert Downey Jr.
brings so much energy to Baris, the jabbering, selfstyled expert on everything—a type we all know and
loathe—that he tucks the acting honors into his hip
pocket. (It amuses me that they both have had their
troubles with the law. Does that make me a bad person?) Woody Harrelson and Rory Cochrane lend
some great physical comedy in their scenes. Have I
mentioned that this is a comedy? No? Well, it isn’t. It’s
a tragicomedy. Hell, you’ll laugh during the suicide.
DVD buyers will be getting good value here,
since the conversation among the director, Dick’s
daughter Isa and a “friend” of the Philip K. Dick
trust (Jonathan Lethem, himself a novelist of weight

A Scanner Darkly

DVD Release Date: December, 2006
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and imagination and editor of the new Library of
America PKD collection) includes insights that both
inform and tug at the heart. Speaking as an early and
latter-day fan, I’m happy that the old druggie has
gotten a little respect. He did some hard time and left
us righteous nightmares and dreams.
There is sardonic laughter, during this conversation, at the expense of Dick’s drug and Water-

gate-fueled paranoia. Sure that the government
was spying on him, the author finally was able to
view his own FBI file, which contained only letters
he had written to the FBI. Dick himself had a
chuckle about this. But, as director/scriptwriter
Richard Linklater pointed out, in the short run he
was paranoid. In the long run—longer than his
life—he was prophetic.

Mainspring, by Jay Lake

Book Review by Christopher J. Garcia

The Plot: it’s a wonderful thing, and I’ve learned
to love it in all it’s glory. When cavemen sat around
fires, they spoke of adventures in the simplest terms,
reenacting the brave deeds through plots told over
and over again.
The Character: how I hate you, brazen hussy of
the literary world; invented by later cavemen who
wanted play the role and be exalted for glory. Feh! I
spit on you!
The Setting: beautiful, sweet, kind-hearted, and
often pushed to the back in favor of both of its scenestealing cousins. Provider of context, shaper of vision, it is the foundation on which the house of Plot
and the ramshackle shed of Character are built upon.
Jay Lake’s Mainspring is the story of a young
clockmaker’s apprentice, Hethor, who is sent on a
journey by the archangel Gabriel. That is the plot
boiled down to syrup. Along the way, Hethor deals
with brilliant librarians, questionable magicians,
winged savages, little furry people, the British Navy,
and various others. These characters are given various amounts of time to develop into varying degrees
of completeness, with Hethor, in true Joseph Campbell (pew! I spit on that name!) fashion, acting out
the hero on his quest.
But then there’s the Universe. The setting of
Mainspring
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Mainspring is the star whose role is far beyond what
any character or plot could possible play. The universe is an orrery in true-life scale. Each planet and
each piece of the solar system is on a brass rail
around the sun. The Earth is both the planet we
know today and a giant clock, the most accurate
ever built. The setting provides the story; that most
accurate of all clocks is now winding down and
must be rewound. Hethor has been set to the task
and a chance meeting with quite possibly the most
seductively brilliant librarian of all-time sets him in
with something of a secret society that aids him on
his journey.
The first half of the book is almost all plot and
setting, and it is marvelous. Hethor journeys and we
are introduced to a history of the world that is both
familiar and disquietingly different. The year is
1900, but America is still under Colonial rule. There
are electric cars and lights, but much of the world is
still gear, cog and wheel-based. Everything that happens to Hethor gives us a slightly better view of the
world that was built, the history that has passed on
this mechanical Earth, and the religion that has
grown there. The first half of the book gives us secret society, magic, an appearance at Court, airships,
strange creatures, fighting and more, all driven by
plot and setting.
Then the book hits a wall. Literally.
The second half starts with Hethor and the
Royal Navy arriving at the Equatorial Wall, a wall
hundreds of miles high. Here, we follow Hethor’s
journey up and over the Wall to a new world that
few if anyone from the Northern side has ever experienced. It is a much different world, one people by
very different tribes, where the British hold no sway
and there is danger around every corner. Here, we
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see Hethor take on many new roles and discover his
own power, his faith, and love.
In other words, it’s where all the character
happens.
While I loved Hethor’s exploits, I was never a
fan of him. Yes, I wanted him to escape his latest momentary peril, but I also hated his way of thinking.
Every chance he had to make a choice that could
make it easier or harder for him, he would choose
the harder. The interactions between Hethor and the
people of the Southern Earth were good, but the moments of plot-filled goodness were fewer.
In many ways, Mainspring is Voltaire’s Candide
if Tim Powers had written it. I made that joke to
myself around page 80 and just kept finding little
pieces that supported it. Lake put Hethor in grave
situations and even when he makes it out of it safe
and sound, he loses something in the big picture.
Much like Powers with his characters, Lake seems
to take great pleasure in torturing poor Hethor. He
gives pieces and takes away giant chunks throughout the book. It’s fun reading, no question, but at

LETTERS OF COMMENT

Do you find that some hard-core SF fans get actually
pissed at you for running anything film related? I do for my
‘zine, which is the chief reason I run a table of contents—
to let them know which pages to skip—but some of them
still bitch, apparently feeling that any film mention contaminates the rest of the material. The only flicks reviewed
in Some Fantastic that I’ve seen this time are V for
Vendetta, which I loved, and Night Watch, which disappointed me. There seemed too big an assumption that the
viewer was familiar with the background material, which
made it less coherent than it could’ve been and messed
with the continuity a little.
I started with science fiction, but read little fiction of
any kind nowadays. I’m mostly a non-fiction reader right
now, but your review of Joel Lane’s Lost District tempts me
to track it down.
Dave Szurek
Weirdness Before Midnight
Aberdeen, WA

I have yet to get any kind of negative feedback regarding reviews of DVDs. Based on vote totals for the
Hugo Awards—where the Dramatic Presentation Awards
nearly always receive more ballots than all the other categories—I feel that most fans love (or at least want to love)
sci-fi as much as they do SF. I also think that it doesn’t hurt
that I made it clear in the first issue of Some Fantastic that
I would unapologetically run articles on both sci-fi and SF.
I’m glad to read that a review in an issue of Some FanSome Fantastic

times I just wanted Hethor to have a free victory. I
knew that whatever complication would arise
would mean that Hethor would escape with his life
but little else.
Mainspring is a book of great imagination and it
builds a world that is as rich as the worlds in Discworld or the Dune series. There is powerful writing
throughout; Jay’s mastery of the language is apparent from line one, but it seldom calls attention to itself. The characters are strong, but to me that is far
less important than the plot, which is strongest early,
takes a bit of a dip, then regains strength turns towards the conclusion. There is a touch of unevenness
to the way it plays out, but there is a remarkable clarity to the writing that kept me reading, even when I
wanted to set it down to avoid seeing poor Hethor
get beat-down again. If you like a good hero’s journey, this is your book. If you like rollicking fun, this
is still a very good book that you’ll enjoy. If you like
reading about a character getting his ass handed to
him over and over again, I don’t think you’ll find a
better novel.
tastic tempted you to track down a copy of the book to read
it. Although I’ve run a few negative reviews (and written
one myself), the primary purpose of the ‘zine is to highlight
good DVDs and books and why they deserve our attention. I’m sure that Mr. Lane is hoping that you’ve decided
to purchase a copy of Lost District.
Once again, Matthew, you’ve put together a superb
issue. I hope you don’t mind a cursory loc, but I wanted
you to know that your efforts are appreciated.
I also have a question for you. Your featured article,
Sara K. Ellis’s “Ripe For Suggestion: Contemporary Japanese Horror,” is a wonderful example of what a solid literary
research paper can be. Ellis states her topic, then
smoothly transitions into her argument, giving documented
examples along the way, discussing each and relating
them to each other as she goes. This is really well done,
and I was wondering if I could use this essay in my Composition and Rhetoric Classes as a shining example of
what a genre research paper looks like? Let me know if
that’s okay by you and Ms. Ellis. Thank you.
One other thing about your zine bears mentioning.
This issue has reviews of two special anniversary DVDs:
the 75th anniversary of the initial release of Frankenstein,
and the 50th anniversary of Forbidden Planet. Both do deserve special recognition, it is true, but there is a glaring
omission in what should have been honored in the science
fiction genre during 2006: the 50th anniversary of the publication of Alfred Bester’s The Stars My Destination. So
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many fans cite this novel as one of their all-time favorite
science fiction books that I am quite surprised that no publisher issued a commemorative volume last year. Maybe
someone did attempt to do so, but ran into copyright problems. I dunno, but it is still very surprising to me; in honor
of its initial release, I reread the novel during the Christ-

Editorial: Here We Go, Again

I now have lots more respect for all those who over
the years maintained regular publishing schedules for
their SF semiprozines and fanzines. The third anniversary of Some Fantastic is just a couple months away,
and I’ve already encountered problems making what I
originally thought was a relatively modest quarterly
schedule. The most recent of these involved the unexpected need to pack up and move again after just one
year at a new residence. Even when it goes smoothly,
the mere act of moving can force you to reschedule previously established plans. However, when things don’t
go smoothly, it can wreck all sorts of unexpected havoc,
and without getting into the details that’s what happened
with my most recent move.
So, here I am again, making excuses for the fact
that for the second time in a row, an issue of Some Fantastic is going online two months late. To avoid the risk
of completely rerunning much of the material from our
last editorial, let’s just say that I hope this sort of thing
doesn’t happen again. I won’t make the promise that
every future issue will be on time, but I will once again
recommit to posting at a minimum on a quarterly basis.
As I already stated, Some Fantastic is now just a
couple months away from its third anniversary. Unfortunately, the problems I’ve had this year in making the
publishing schedule mean that there won’t be proper
issue on the anniversary. However, there will be an anniversary issue. I will be posting another smaller (compared to our usual issue size for the past couple years)
in October before resuming (I hope) our normal publishing schedule this December.
Our last issue went online just before the 2007 finalists for the Hugo Awards were announced, so I did
not have the opportunity to publicly congratulate Steven
H Silver and Christopher Garcia for their nominations in
the Best Fanzine Writer category. Chris also received a
second nomination in the Best Fanzine category for The
Drink Tank, a wonderful fanzine that comes out with
frighteningly fast regularity (he has published 139 issues
during the time it has taken me to publish 12). Some
Fantastic has been fortunate to feature both of their
work on a regular basis, and wishes the best for both of
them (the awards themselves will be announced shortly
after this issue goes online).
— Matthew Appleton

Some Fantastic

mas Break and thoroughly enjoyed it. Definitely a classic
of the genre.
Again, many thanks for a fine issue, and keep up the
good work. Us hard-working professionals who are also
hip-deep in dissertations (been polishing my proposal
these past few days) appreciate the in-depth and thoughtful reviews you run in Some Fantastic.

All the best,
John Purcell
In a Prior Lifetime
Jpurcell54@earthlink.net

Thanks for the kind words about Sara’s article—you
certainly have my permission to use it as a teaching article,
so long as Sara gives hers.
You make a good point about The Stars My Destination. I try to stick to the review of newly released or reissued books and DVDs. The Forbidden Planet and
Frankenstein DVDs certainly fell into that category—especially since each contained new bonus material never
included on previous DVD releases. It’s a shame that like
so many other ‘50s SF classics, there wasn’t a 50th anniversary edition of The Stars My Destination. I don’t know
what can be done about that sort of neglect, but it certainly
doesn’t seem right.
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